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All Walks Beyond
the Catwalk is a
new initiative which
recognizes a shift
in mood and attitude
within fashion –
a need to broaden the
message our industry
sends out to the
rest of the world
The fashion industry is a powerful communicator
of ideas about beauty and body image, particularly to
women. All Walks Beyond the Catwalk, a project established in May 2009 by Caryn Franklin, Debra Bourne,
Erin O’Connor and Susan Ringwood, facilitates a conversation around these issues.
–– Endorsed by the British Fashion Council and inspired

–– As London Fashion Week celebrates its 25th anni-

by the charity BEAT, All Walks Beyond the Catwalk

versary, we look back to its origins. The catwalk shows

collaborates with a new generation of emerging ready-

of Bodymap offered a similar degree of individuality

to-wear designers and a diverse range of professional

in the mid-1980s, when fashion was fun as well as inclu-

models to challenge some of the industry’s long-held

sive, innovative and inspirational. Now, informed by the

ideas about female size, shape and age.

findings of the Model Health Inquiry, we can look to the

–– As the following silhouettes and photographs shot

future too.

at Spring Studios by award-winning photographer Kayt

–– This project, which has relied upon the enthusiasm

Jones reveal, cutting-edge design is equally aspirational on

of so many unpaid industry supporters, has been an

a variety of body shapes and not beholden to one standard.

adventure, a first step, and an opportunity for a new

–– Featured in the Pre-fall 09 issue of i-D magazine, these

generation of ready-to-wear design talent to work along-

images also provide the context for the prestigious All

side cross-section of women from sizes 8–16 and ages

Walks Beyond the Catwalk launch at Somerset House at

18–65, providing the designers with a greater awareness

the heart of London Fashion Week sponsored by M&S.

of some of the issues facing the fashion industry right
here and now, at the outset of their careers.
–– Ultimately, it’s really very simple: cutting-edge design
need not observe any restrictions or boundaries.
www.allwalks.org

To those who say that
perhaps these women
aren’t extreme enough,
we say that’s the whole
point. The intention here
is not to visually shock
or titillate – this project
is all about realistic
long-term change rather
than short-term novelty
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“I wholly admire and support the endeavours of the All
Walks Beyond the Catwalk campaign. As a photographer,
I am constantly confronted by perceived ideals of beauty.
The models, actors, musicians, and ‘real’ people who I see
down my lens are all influenced by an oppressive world of
unattainable physical goals. I always work hard to break
through the artifice and capture something unique, original
and beautiful in each of my subjects. Interest and creativity is not about perfection but quite the opposite; beauty
comes from our idiosyncrasies.” — Rankin, photographer

“ We we l c o m e t h e fa s h i o n i n d u s t r y ’s
e n g a g e m e n t i n t h e A l l Wa l k s c a m p a i g n .
We h ave b e e n d e l ig h t e d w i t h t h e
e n e rg y, e n t h u s i a s m a n d d e d i c a t i o n
that so many people have already
g i ve n t o t h i s p ro j e c t . We k n ow t h a t
fashion doesn’t directly cause eating
disorders – they are much more
complex than that. Through our
dialogue with the fashion world,
we wa n t t o m a ke t h i s p o i n t c l e a r l y.
Yo u n g p e o p l e a r e i n s p i r e d b y f a s h i o n
and inﬂuenced by its ideals. By
offering up these wonderful images of
d i ve rs e b e a u t y, we k n ow t h a t
fashion’s inﬂuence beyond the catwalk
can be seen as a positive
force in young people’s lives.”
— S u sa n R i n g w o o d ,
C h a i r m a n o f B e at a n d C o - F o u n d e r

“I’ve always
gravitated towards
unique characters
and individuals,
particularly within
the part of the fashion
industry I work in.
For me, it’s interesting
to see this rather than
a world that is bland
and homogenous.”
— Giles Deacon,
designer

“For an industry predicated on embracing a diverse aesthetic when it comes to clothes, it is often myopic
when it comes to the bodies that wear those clothes. All Walks is an antidote, promising to be a showcase
for genuinely progressive, female-friendly fashion.” — Cat Callender, fashion writer and co-editor of LFW’s The Daily
“Three of my favourite subjects
have been very diverse fashion
icons: Tilda Swinton and
Scarlett Johansson,
and  Beyonce. None would fit
into a sample size or the
catwalk model mould and, most
importantly, none would care
to! I really see this project as a
chance not just for a series of
portraits on a more diverse
group of models, but as a
fashion story that is a
celebration of diversity. One in
which the industry can look at
itself and say, “yes we can”
promote a body type that is
healthy and beautiful.”
— Kayt Jones, PHOTOGRAPHER

“London Fashion Week is all about celebrating
British brilliance, and All Walks Beyond the
Catwalk is a chance to be proud of British beauty.
It brings together models of all colours, shapes,
sizes and ages in a dazzling array that looks
gorgeous – because it looks like Britain. It’s
a reminder that true style and glamour know no
boundaries – that each person can look radiant
because each of us has a unique special something
to cherish. I’m a huge fan of the initiative and
very proud to lend it my support.” — Sarah Brown,
wife of UK Prime Minister Rt Hon Gordon Brown MP

“I totally embrace and applaud what the All Walks initiative is
doing in breaking down the stereotypical fashion ideal. Beauty and
talent come from within and the exciting thing about fashion is that
everyone can be involved, whatever their age or size. The All Walks
campaign proves this to be true.” — Twiggy, model

“It is a rarity for my models to be involved in London Fashion Week
been about capturing
or a cutting-edge editorial for a magazine such as i-D. The simple reason
the essence and
is that designers don’t design for curvy models, so the samples don’t
spirit of the
individual, whatever
exist. All Walks Beyond the Catwalk has teamed my models with talented
their body shape.
designers and an award-winning photographer. The results speak for
The time has
themselves.” — Sarah Watkinson, founder and director of 12+ UK Model Management
definitely come for

‘’For me it has always

all of us to embrace
a more wholesome
body image. It feels
more real and, right
now, that’s what we
all want to be.
I have always loved
strong women
and that’s what draws
me to them.’’

“Fashion is supposed “I became a make-up artist because I was
to be about
fascinated by the rich and varied interpretations
celebrating a wide
of beauty and form I saw in the 1980s when I
range of beauty and
first started. This is an element lacking today,
it’s so great to see
making things seem rather dull in comparison.
the industry making
We need to celebrate diversity to the point
real steps to
where it no longer appears diverse. From this
acknowledge this.”

— Tori Edwards,

— Hadley Freeman,

model agent and co-owner of

Fashion Features Writer,

TESS Management

The Guardian

freedom, true beauty can be found. With this
intention All Walks creates a pioneering space
for change.” — Kay Montano, make-up artist

“Before my involvement
with this incredibly
inspiring project, I too
may not have considered
using a model that didn’t
fit standard sample sizes.
Seeing the beauty and
sexiness of a girl with
real curves wearing a
designer’s creation has
caused me to re-evaluate
my thoughts towards a
certain size. I hope this
will be the case for more of
us in the industry.”
— Pippa Vosper, stylist

‘When it comes to choicesaround
fashion, we’ve never had more,
yet our choices around
body shape appear increasingly
limited. Why is it that 99%
of all the attractive and
intelligent women I know, models
or otherwise, do not feel
good about their bodies? Let’s
change this.”

Debra Bourne, Co-Founder
All Walks Beyond the Catwalk.

“Fashion

is

a

magical

and

exciting world, able to inspire
and delight. But, in spite of all
the creativity, there exists a
stubborn

and

rigid

doctrine

around size. I have daughters and
they ask clever and intelligent
questions

about

designers

and their attitudes to women’s
bodies.

It

is

time

for

the

industry to address this now.”
— Caryn Franklin, Co-Founder, All Walks Beyond the Catwalk

“It has always been
a prerequisite that
catwalk models are
long, lean, slender
and tall but, from
within the industry,
I feel that it should
not be the only
message we are
giving out. It’s about
time we observe all
shapes and sizes!
I really believe that
personality
and individuality,
not conformity,
should be key.”
— Fiona Ellis, model agent

“IT’S JUST BONKERS TO THINK THAT FASHION IS ONLY FABULOUS ON TEENAGE MODELS—IT’S EVEN MORE BONKERS, COMMERCIALLY, TO THINK THAT’S WHERE THE MONEY IS”
“Working on this project gave me
a sneak preview inside the creative heads of Britain’s brilliant

presented with representations of beauty. To me,

young

diversity and individuality have always shone as the most

designers.

It

also

opened

my eyes to how London Fashion Week
continues to set new standards in how
to tackle sensitive issues regarding
the health of models. The two together
represent modern fashion presentation and, hopefully, will inspire
others to also think outside of the box.”
— Alice Olins, fashion writer at The Times

— Mary Portas, retail consultant

“Working within the fashion industry, I am regularly

desirable qualitIES a person can have in their personal
style. I have always embraced the fact that the Matthew
Williamson woman is indefinable; her eccentricities
and her variety in age, shape and background are to be
celebrated.” — Matthew Williamson, designer

“A happy woman radiates beauty. It doesn’t
matter what clothes or make-up you wear, it’s
love and happiness that make you beautiful.”
— Georgia Jagger, model

“My collections are always designed with a woman’s
body in mind. Cut is a strong element in the brand –
flattering, concealing, creating a strong silhouette
and creating an illusion without a surgeon’s knife.
Draping is also key to my work – producing clean,
minimal, futuristic silhouettes that celebrate a
woman’s body intelligently. My inspiration is diverse,
from ethnicity to travel experiences, but my whole
design ethos is based around making women look
beautiful, chic and poised, whatever shape or size.”
— Osman Yousefzada, designer

“I think it’s incredibly important that everyone in the media takes on board how essential it is
to pass on positive messages of diversity of colour, ethnicity and size to our young women and

“Having spent many years
making clothes for private
clients, I believe that there
is no better way for a designer
to hone their cutting skills
while gaining a greater
appreciation of the human
body in all its many variations.
Contrary to the common
perception that the limitations
placed on a designer by
working with different body
shapes or age groups are a
handicap to creativity, it can
actually be quite liberating
to see designs work
in a different way, through
skilled use of proportion,
texture and colour.”

men. I’m super-proud that K ayt was involved in this project, as our daughter and as a photogr apher.

— Deborah Milner,

I feel really strongly about this and am behind Caryn, Debr a and Erin 100%. That’s why i-D wanted to

designer and member of All Walks Beyond

support it.” — Tricia Jones, i-D Magazine

the Catwalk’s designer selection panel

“Individuality is what fashion is all about. Following trends and copying arbiters
of taste will only get you so far. It is only when we bring our own personality into
play, when we impart our own style into how we choose to present ourselves, that
true fashion icons are made. The reliance on standards and benchmarks within the
fashion industry is stifling creativity and denying a lot of people something truly
wonderful. It is time to reassess the situation, open our eyes to the future and
pass on positivity and inclusivity as the message for S/S ’10 and beyond.”
— Maggie Norden, London College of Fashion

“Ultimately

this

project

isn’t

about

asking

the model to pour herself into a restrictive,
readymade

garment,

but

facilitating

eight

designers to engage on a more intimate level
in order to enhance the most powerful attributes of the individual model. The industry
relies heavily upon images of models wearing
beautiful designs to capture imagination and
to tap into our most intimate desires and selfexpectations. To me, the only thing that we
should have in common is our differences.”
— Erin O’Connor, model and co-founder
of All Walks Beyond the Catwalk
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“Spring’s ethos is to
nurture, support and
promote emerging
creativity and talent,
providing a platform that
explores individuality
and creative diversity,
expanding beyond the
limits of conventional
thinking and rigid ideals.
 All Walks challenges 
a path that confines
diversity, Spring welcomes
the debate.”
— Verien Wilstshire,
Studio Production Manager

“M&S is proud to support
the All Walks Beyond the
Catwalk initiative aiming to
celebrate diversity across the
fashion world. As the UK’s
leading high street retailer we
have an incredibly diverse
range of customers and our
aim is to offer them all stylish
clothing, no matter what size,
shape, age or ethnicity.”
— Sir Stuart Rose,
Executive Chairman, Marks & Spencer

a word or two

from our sponsers

“All Walks
“The fashion industry has always celebrated creativity and
femininity through innovative design and artistry. Fashion now is relevant
today
permeates virtually every facet of our daily lives and women
because
everywhere embrace it. However, real style is often
it brings
overshadowed by society’s obsession with body image.
back the
The industry needs to refocus and start considering the needs
of the wide range of female consumers who support it. All Walks importance
of personal
is addressing this issue in a truly credible way and everyone
identity.”
at Kandi is proud to be helping to deliver such an important message.”
TERRY JONES,
i-D MAGAZINE
Andy Downham, Creative Director of Kandi Media
“We love fashion in all shapes and sizes!”
Sam Wilson, Creative Director of Six Creative

(i)

(iii)

(ii)
(iv)

(vi)

(v)

(vii)

(viii)

London has always been a hotbed for ideas and innovation so it is entirely appropriate that a new initiative involving cutting-edge design
and body image should start here. A short while ago, eight designers were chosen by a panel of industry experts based on their next
generation credentials and a genuine willingness to engage with ideas of diversity in the creation of a look representative of their Spring/
Summer 2010 collections. The traditional ready-to-wear method of design, with the model added at the end of the process, makes it
hard to accommodate individuality in shape and size, so this project is operating a bespoke approach. But, by giving each designer the
opportunity to collaborate with the woman who will model the garment at London Fashion Week, whilst showcasing their collection
aesthetic at the same time, we expand upon the expectations for ready-to-wear imagery. As a result we can, and do, create the
differences we all seek. This process, and indeed the resultant images, are not in conflict with the current way of doing things, but they
suggest another way, one that can operate alongside the standard practice. And fashion is, after all, about new ways of doing things.

(i) william tempest (ii) Georgia hardinge (iii) cooperative designs (iv) Avsh Alom Gur

(v) Hannah Marshall (vi) David Koma (vii) Alexandra Groover (viii) Mark Fast

Mark Fast is a 28-year-old Canadian-born knitwear designer. He stud-

26-year-old Hannah Marshall has reinvented the little black dress. Her

ied at Central Saint Martins and has collaborated on knitwear designs
with Bora Aksu over three seasons. Mark knits everything by hand
on a domestic knitting machine. His work is formed onto the body

‘trapeze-dress’ was exhibited in Zandra Rhodes’ Fashion and Textile
Museum, and she has achieved New Generation sponsorship for three

Valerie Pain

Hannah Marshall
Hayley Morley

Mark Fast

seasons. Hannah’s designs encapsulate design experience through

as he knits and he has devised innovative stitching techniques,

exquisite clothing. Sharp, refined pieces are delivered with meticulous cut

blending Lycra with viscose, angora or wool. He is inspired by the end-

and architectural lines in indulgent and often contrasting fabrics. Braille

less possibilities of Lycra yarns, sculpting areas of tension and areas

coding is incorporated into the designs, providing hidden messages

of volume over the body.

and exploring the concept of fusing clothing with communication.
The clothes become an intimate language of silhouette and a message

Press: Charlotte Delahunty, Finch and Partners +44 (0)20 7851 7140

to be deciphered only by the wearer.

press@markfast.net
Sales: Mark Fast Sales Office +44 (0)7956 675 785 sales@markfast.net

Press: Michelle, Relative MO +44 (0) 20 7749 4510 michelle@relativemo.com
Sales: Maria Lemos, Rainbow Wave +44 (0) 20 7352 0002 info@rainbowwave.com

“All Walks is important
because it demonstrates
how the fashion world
is taking the appreciation
of all women seriously.”

“All Walks Beyond the Catwalk is
steering the way for diversity in the fashion
industry, and is exactly what we need. It
challenges the ideals of what beauty is
and makes us think, really think. I am proud
to be a part of such a project.”

Georgia Hardinge
Sheila Atim

Georgia Hardinge believes that the highest approach of art awareness is through fashion. Her graduate collection, inspired by ancient
reptiles, fossils and archaeological stencils, used sculptured fabrics
which accentuate the body, combining positive and negative space
to bring together the delicate and the structural as one. A student of
Parsons Paris, Georgia was awarded the Golden Thimble Award
for best designer of 2008.
Press: Nell Trotter, Blow PR +44 (0)20 7436 9449 Nell@blow.co.uk
Sales: sales@georgiahardinge.co.uk

David Koma
Jade Parfitt

“It’s been wonderful to make a
connection with the woman who will
wear my design. A model isn’t just there
as a walking coat hanger. All Walks
encourages this new way of designing.”

“Without
individuality
or identity,
we have nothing
that makes
us special
or important.”

Georgian-born David Koma was awarded the Harrods Design Award for
his MA collection, which focused on a skin-tight silhouette in flesh tone
and black, embellished with metallic chain details.
Press: Nicola Griffin +44 (0)20 7331 1421 nicholagr@moduspublicity.com
Sales: Alex +44 (0)7768195428 info@davidkoma.com

“When you work
with a model so closely
and fit the outfit exactly
to her body, it just
makes you think about
the relationship of the
garment to the body even
more. It becomes
more ‘alive’ in a sense.”

“Individuality gives people style
and charisma and is what keeps
life fresh and interesting. It’s
really refreshing to be making
and seeing fashion on a variety of
different shapes and sizes.”

Cooperative Designs
Tatiana Kaulmann

William Tempest

Annalisa Dunn and Dorothee Hagemann met in 2007 whilst specialising
in knitwear at Central Saint Martins. Upon graduation they joined forces
to create Cooperative Designs, a quirky, modern knitwear label which
juxtaposes traditional techniques with new materials and technologies.

Laura Catterall

Before launching his eponymous collection, William worked under Giles

Cooperative Designs have been awarded New Generation sponsorship

Deacon, Jean Charles de Castelbajac and Diesel while studying for his

by the BFC and have presented collections as part of Vauxhall Fashion

first-class degree at the London College of Fashion. He has designed

Scout for two seasons. For Spring/Summer 2009 they were commis-

clothes and accessories for Madonna, Lily Allen, Emma Watson and the

sioned to create a capsule collection exclusively for legendary New York

Sugababes. His work is skilfully tailored and offers a twist on classic

department store Henri Bendel. The pair were also featured in Italian

design; rigid shaped dresses combine a little Alexander McQueen with

Vogue’s ‘New Talents in Knitwear’ in May 2009. This season sees the label

some Roland Mouret references to give his designs star power.

present on the official London Fashion Week schedule for the first time.

Press: Adam Bellenger, Goodley PR +44 (0)20 7493 9600

Press: Katie Curran, Cube PR +44 (0)207 2425 483 katie@cubecompany.com

adam.bellenger@goodleypr.co.uk

Sales: Annalisa Dunn at Cooperative Designs

Sales: David Thomas +44 (0)7825 007 385 david@williamtempest.com

annalisa@cooperative-designs.com

Avsh Alom Gur
beauty, combining Eastern and Western elements with urban street
graffiti and underground grunge. Delicate silk is paired with rough

Cecilia Chancellor

A Central Saint Martins graduate, Avsh Alom Gur launched his own
collection in 2006. His designs challenge glamour and our definition of

tattered cotton, evening gowns with ponchos, in a blend of poverty and
luxury, courage and desire.
Press: +44 (0)20 7436 9449 info@blow.co.uk
Sales: +44 (0)20 7519 1100 / +44 (0)7732 693 123 sandie@avshalomgur.com

Alexandra Groover
Californian Alexandra Groover’s starkly rendered, emphatically sculptural designs have captured the gaze of the fashion-forward. After
a degree from the Rhode Island School of Design, Groover took a placement at Zandra Rhodes’s studio and a term abroad programme at
Central Saint Martins in 2002 before establishing her own label. Her
work is monotone, using silhouette and textural manipulation rather
than colour to create fascinating detail and treating fabric as a sculptural material. Soft shell hooded dresses made from felted wool, together
with the flattering, body-skimming properties of bias cut silk, create
pieces which are both classic and avant-garde.
Press: Yvonne Fleming +44 (0)7955 922 301 press@alexandragroover.com
Sales: Emma Crosby, London A La Mode Showroom +44 (0)7957307787
info@londonalamode.net

Lucy Jane Freeman

“Individuality
makes
you shine”

“I have always believed that some of the most
unique, beautiful, interesting, photogenic,
catwalk-worthy models do not fit the current and
very limiting modelling industry standard.”

All Walks Beyond the Catwalk
has been met with a huge amount
of good will by our industry.
This project has only been
possible through their commitment.

six creative

We would particularly like to express our appreciation to our whole creative
team whose passion and energy have contributed in bringing our ideas to life,
and who have waived their fees. A special thank you to the following individuals
who made a difference.

Roxy Attard
Sara Berman
Jane Boardman
Cat Callender
Kim Carbonari
Christel Chaudet
Brett Davies
Ian Denyer
Andy Downham
Gemma Ebelis
Katie Edwards
Fiona Ellis

Kathryn Flett
Jane Galpin
Gerraint
Steven Harris
Liz Hotchin
Terry Jones
Tricia Jones
Kayt Jones
Jason Jules
Michelle Knox Brown
Hansel Lee Symons
Tania Littlehales

Mark Loy
Katy Lubin
Lyndell Mansfield
Mandi Martin
Duane McClaunie
Deborah Milner
Kay Montana
Margaret O’Keefe
Alice Olins
Hannah Phillips
Ben Reardon
Martyn Roberts

Alex Ford Robertson
Jay Roden
Stuart Rose
David Rosen
Caroline Rush
Michael Salac
Steve Sharp
Robert Shore
Giles Stafford
Yasu Takehisa
Dani Tanner
James Tomlinson

Paul Underwood
Julian Vogel
Pippa Vosper
John Walford
Sam Walton
Michael Williamson
Sam Wilson
Verien Wiltshire
Simon Wolford

